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writing to the Lessor, to the cost ( BUT NOT THE CONTENT) of the measures
detailed in the inspection report"
In 2012 it was announced at a meeting of the residents that as units became
vacant they would be upgraded, the residents would still pay for the
refurbishment, but Stockland would pay the extra for the upgrade.
On all occasions the owner has attempted to get the resident or the estate to,
pull out and replace the kitchen and all white goods totally, as well as all the
bedroom built in wardrobes, the bathroom and floor tiles to be replaced, new
shower screen, removal of the bath and to disconnect the floor heating and pay
to have new air-conditioning installed. Under no circumstances could this be
considered as refurbishment, as the only legal obligation of the outgoing resident
is to return the unit as far as practical to its original condition?
The problem with the retirement industry is there is no one identity that
residents, who are normally on limited financial means, can address these blatant
and discriminating tactics to without engaging expensive lawyers.
With a projected aging community there is an urgent need to have a
Commissioner or preferably an Ombudsman to adjudicate on these and other
industry matters.
Permanent Member issue
The residents feel that a Resident Committee should only have the residents as
members. The Owner is forcing further control by trying to have permanent
members (Permanent member allows the Owner to have 3 votes on a
Committee, no decisions can be made without their attendance due to the lack of
a quorum) on these Committees. In the past they have used underhanded tactics
to gain control of these Committees to advance their corporate objective. In
many instances it has been a conflict of interest. Due to the Owners lack of detail
the Permanent Members lapsed and instead of meeting with the Committee of
Management in an open transparent manner they tried to force change and lie as
to the rational as to why there needed to have a Special General meeting to
update their records. The Committee had to go over the member’s records to
establish who the Permanent Members were and seek legal advice as to what
action they could take. The legal advice over the years has stated that the Owner
has plenty of control and does not need to interfere with a Resident Committee
which leads the residents to the conclusion that they are just wanting to further
their corporate objectives without the checks and balances the Committee’s
provide.
Defects and Asset replacements
The Chairman of the Committee of Management has always insisted that the
residents of this village are Lease Holders and not Freehold Owners, and as such,
are not responsible for the infrastructure that was not built correctly. It is the
owner’s responsibility to do their due diligence when they buy an asset but they
also buy the liability that goes with it.
To attempt to get resident’s to pay for the deficiencies in the asset they bought
is morally and we believe legally wrong, but without resorting to expensive legal
action justice will not be served. The resident’s will always be at a disadvantage
without Government intervention by changing the Retirement Village Act. It is
respectively suggested that a low cost Tribunal be established so residents may
have their grievances heard.
Owner using passive aggressive pressure to force change
We are an externally managed retirement village managed by the Residents
Association.
The Owner makes no secret of its’ intentions to internalise all externally managed
villages and the continued attempts by the Owners representatives to coerce the
Village Manager to encourage internalisation is nothing short of attempts to
undermine the Association and could be seen as bullying the Village Manager.
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Had the Association been able to access an Ombudsman, the expenses incurred
during the previous years would have been avoided when 24/7 on-site nursing
was provided. The Association would have saved many thousands of dollars and
alleviated a great deal of stress to the residents.
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